Spin!

Finished
Fanatiscope

This Fantascope is actually a phenakistiscope [fena•kis•tih•skop], a toy invented in the victorian-era that creates the illusion of ﬂuid
motion. Phenakistiscopes portray short, continuously looped animations, so they are considered the animated GIFs of the past that
paved the way for the motion picture, ﬁlm and animation industries. The word phenakistiscope, derrived from Greek, means “to cheat
the eye.” All it takes is a little imagination and a mirror to turn your drawings into phenomenal, fantastic, animated fun!

FANTASCOPE
Watch drawings you create come to life!

INSTRUCTIONS: 1) Add a color blend, growing object drawing, or alternating pattern to the spiral, and bright
colors to the other objects to bring your Fantascope to life. 2) Cut out your Fantascope disc. 3) Carefully poke
your thumb tack through the cross on the center front of the disc. 4) On the underside of the disc, poke your
thumb tack into the eraser of your pencil (see Finished Fantascope illustration above). 5) To view your
animation, hold the pencil, point the disc towards a mirror and spin the disc clockwise while looking through
the slots. TIP: If you don’t look through the slots, the animation will just be a blur!

CREATIVE CHALLENGE: 1) Use the back of your ﬁnished
Fantascope to create your own unique and personal animation.
2) Point your smartphone camera here to connect with the Creative
Challenges page on our website. 3) Follow the instructions there
to share a video of your work with us and we’ll send you some
awesome, truly brag-worthy free swag!
KEY:

cut out
guide line
poke your
thumb tack
through here

SUPPLIES:
• colored pencils or markers
• scissors or Xacto knife
• a pencil with an eraser
• a thumb tack
• mirror

The Studio School is a public charter school providing an exemplary problem- and project-driven educational program for students in grades 9—12. We offer a studio-based visual
arts, media arts, design, and engineering curriculum combined with rigorous, interdisciplinary liberal arts studies, and local, national, and world-wide experiential
service-learning opportunities for all students. We cultivate students’ capacity for creativity, curiosity, empathy, and 21st Century citizenship while supporting the development
of their personal creative voice and leadership abilities. Visit studioschoolmn.org to watch our information session video and sign-up to attend a Maker Meetup event!
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